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Abstract. We reduce the problem of finding all Mfm-natural operators B W Q  Q.
kT /
lifting classical linear connectionsr onm-manifoldsM into classical linear connectionsBM .r/
on the kth tensor power 
kT M of the cotangent bundle T M of M to the fairly known
description of allMfm-natural operators D W Q 
pT 

qT transforming classical linear
connections r on m-manifolds M into tensor fields DM .r/ of types .q; p/ on M .
1. INTRODUCTION
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth (of class C1). All manifolds
are assumed to be Hausdorff, finite dimensional and without boundaries. The cat-
egory of m-dimensional manifolds and their embeddings is denoted byMfm.
In [3], M. Kuresˇ described completely allMfm-natural operators B W Q QT 
lifting classical linear connections r on m-manifolds M into classical linear connec-
tions BM .r/ on the cotangent bundle T M of M .
In the present note, we study a similar problem for Mfm-natural operators B W
Q  Q.
kT / transforming classical linear connections r on m-manifolds M
into classical linear connections BM .r/ on the kth tensor power 
kT M of T M .
An example of an Mfm-natural operator Q  Q.
kT / is the following con-
struction. Letr be a classical linear connection onM . We extendr to the linear con-
nection D D 
kr in the vector bundle E D 
kT M ! M . Then, owing to [1],
we have a classical linear connection (we will denote it by r.k/) on E D 
kT M
corresponding to .D;r/.
The main result of the paper says that if k  3, then the Mfm-natural operat-
ors B W Q  Q.
kT / are in bijection with the systems D D .Dj /jD1;:::;5 of
Mfm-natural operators Dj W Q  
pj T  
 
qj T transforming classical lin-
ear connections r on m-manifolds M into tensor fields of types .q1; p1/ D .1; 2/,
.q2; p2/ D .0; k C 2/, .q3; p3/ D .k; k C 2/ and .q4; p4/ D .q5; p5/ D .k; k C 1/
on M . The case of k D 2 is also studied.
Such a characterization is sufficient because a complete description of all Mfm-
natural operators Q 
pT  

qT is fairly known (see Remark 1).
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A general concept of natural operators can be found in [2]. In this paper, we will
use some partial definitions of natural operators only. In Section 2, we recall these
partial definitions for the readers’ convenience. In Sections 3 and 4, we made some
preparations. The main theorem is presented in Section 5.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
We will use the following partial definitions of natural operators only. (The general
concept of natural operators can be found in [2].)
Definition 1. An Mfm-natural operator B W Q  Q.
kT / transforming
classical linear connections r on m-manifolds M into classical linear connections
BM .r/ on 
kT M is anMfm-invariant system B D fBM gM2obj.Mfm/ of regular
operators (functions)
BM W Q.M/! Q.

kT M/
for any m-manifold M , where Q.M/ is the set of all classical linear connections on
M . The Mfm-invariance of B means that if r1 2 Q.M1/ and r2 2 Q.M2/ are
'-related by an embedding ' WM1 !M2 between m-manifolds (i. e., ' is .r1;r2/-
affine), then BM1.r1/ and BM2.r2/ are 

kT '-related. The regularity of B means
that BM transforms smoothly parametrized families of connections into smoothly
parametrized ones.
For example, the family B.k/ W Q Q.
kT / of operators
B
.k/
M W Q.M/! Q.

kT M/; B
.k/
M .r/ WD r
.k/; r 2 Q.M/
(see Section 1), for any m-manifolds M , is anMfm-natural operator.
Definition 2. An Mfm-natural operator C W Q  .
kT ;
pT  
 
qT /
transforming classical linear connections r on m-manifolds M into base preserving
fibred maps CM .r/ W 
kT M !
pT M 

qTM is anMfm-invariant system
C D fCM gM2obj.Mfm/ of regular operators
CM W Q.M/! C
1
M .

kT M;
pT M 

qTM/
for any m-manifold M , where Q.M/ is as in Definition 1 and
C1M .

kT M;
pT M 

qTM/
is the set of all base preserving fibred maps 
kT M ! 
pT M 
 
qTM .
The Mfm-invariance of C means that if r1 2 Q.M1/ and r2 2 Q.M2/ are '-
related by an embedding ' W M1 ! M2 between m-manifolds, then fibred maps
CM1.r1/ W 

kT M1 ! 

pT M1 
 

qTM1 and CM2.r2/ W 

kT M2 !

pT M2 
 

qTM2 are also '-related (i. e., CM2.r2/  

kT ' D .
pT ' 


qT '/  CM1.r1/). The regularity means almost the same as in Definition 1.
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For example, the curvature tensor R.r/ of a classical linear connection r de-
termines an Mfm-natural operator CR W Q  .
kT ;
3T  
 T /. More pre-
cisely, the family CR W Q  .
kT ;
3T  
 TM/ of operators CRM W Q.M/ !
C1M .

kT M;
3T M 
 TM/ given by
CRM .r/ WD R.r/  M W 

kT M !
3T M 
 TM ; r 2 Q.M/
(where M W 
kT M !M is the bundle projection), for any m-manifold M , is an
Mfm-natural operator.
Definition 3. An Mfm-natural transformation C W 
kT  ! 
pT  
 
qT is
an Mfm-natural operator C D fCM g W Q  .
kT ;
pT  
 
qT / such that
CM W Q.M/ ! C
1
M .

kT M;
pT M 

qTM/ is a constant function for any
M 2 obj.Mfm/.
For example, the family C W 
kT  ! 
2kT  of fibred maps CM W 
kT M !

2kT M given by
CM .v/ WD v 
 v ; v 2 

kT xM ; x 2M;
for any m-manifold M , is anMfm-natural transformation.
Definition 4. AnMfm-natural operator (Mfm-natural tensor)D W Q 
pT 


qT transforming classical linear connections r on m-manifolds M into tensor
fields DM .r/ of type 
pT  
 
qT on M is an Mfm-invariant system of regu-
lar operators
DM W Q.M/! C
1
M .

pT M 

qTM/
for any m-manifold M , where C1M .

pT M 
 
qTM/ is the space of all tensor
fields of type 
pT  

qT on M . The Mfm-invariance of D means that if r1 2
Q.M1/ and r2 2 Q.M2/ are '-related by an embedding ' W M1 ! M2, then
DM1.r1/ and DM2.r2/ are also '-related (i. e., .

pT ' 

qT '/ DM1.r1/ D
DM2.r2/  '). The regularity means almost the same as in Definition 1.
For example, the family R W Q  
3T  
 T of operators RM W Q.M/ !
C1M .

3T M 

TM/ given by
RM .r/ D the curvature tensor of r 2 Q.M/;
for any m-manifold M , is anMfm-natural operator.
Remark 1. A full description of allMfm-natural operators Qﬁ  
pT 

qT
transforming torsion free classical connections on m-manifolds into tensor fields of
types .q; p/ can be found in the Lemma in in [2, Section 33.4]. The following is the
description. Each covariant derivative of the curvature
R.r/ 2 C1M .^
2T M 
 T M 
 TM/
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of a classical linear connection r is an Mfm-natural tensor. Further, every tensor
multiplication of two natural tensors and every contraction on one covariant and one
contravariant entry of a natural tensor give a new natural tensor. Finally, we can tensor
any natural tensor with a connection independent natural tensor, we can permute any
number of entries in the tensor product and we can repeat these steps and take linear
combinations. In this way, we can obtain any natural tensor of types .q; p/ depending
on a torsion free classical linear connection. Modifying the proof of the above fact,
one can see that all natural tensors of a (not necessarily torsion free) classical linear
connection r can be obtained, provided we also include the torsion tensor T .r/ and
their covariant derivatives to the above procedure.
3. A PROPOSITION
We have the following description ofMfm-natural operators Q Q.
kT / by
means of systems ofMfm-natural operators Q .
kT ;
pT  

qT /.
Proposition 1. The Mfm-natural operators B W Q  Q.
kT / are in bijec-
tion with the systems C D .Cj /jD1;:::;8 of Mfm-natural operators C1 W Q  
.
kT ;
2T 
 T /, C2 W Q .
kT ; T 

kC1T /, C3 W Q .
kT ; T 


kC1T /, C4 W Q  .
kT ;
2kC1T /, C5 W Q  .
kT ;
kC2T /, C6 W
Q  .
kT ;
kC1T  
 
kT /, C7 W Q  .
kT ;
kC1T  
 
kT / and
C8 W Q .

kT ;
kT  

2kT /.
Proof. Let r be a classical linear connection on an m-manifold M . Then, for any
point v 2 
kT xM , x 2M , we have the standard linear isomorphisms
Tv.

kT M/ QDHrv  Vv.

kT M/ QDTxM  .

kT xM/
canonically depending on r, where Hrv  Tv.

kT M/ is the r-horizontal sub-
space and Vv.
kT M/  Tv.
kT M/ is the vertical subspace. So, by an obvious
linear algebra, we have the identification (linear isomorphism)
T v .

kT M/
 T v .

kT M/
 Tv.

kT M/ QD
.T xM 
 T

xM 
 TxM/ .T

xM 
 .

kT xM/
 
 TxM/
..
kT xM/
 
 T xM 
 TxM/ ..

kT xM/
 
 .
kT xM/
 
 TxM/
.T xM 
 T

xM 


kT xM/ .T

xM 
 .

kT xM/
 

kT xM/
..
kT xM/
 
 T xM 


kT xM/ ..

kT xM/
 
 .
kT xM/
 

kT xM/
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canonically depending on r or (simply) the one
T v .

kT M/
 T v .

kT M/
 Tv.

kT M/ QD
.
2T xM 
 TxM/ .T

xM 


kC1TxM/
.T xM 


kC1TxM/ .

2kC1TxM/
.
kC2T xM/ .

kC1T xM 


kTxM/
.
kC1T xM 


kTxM/ .

kT xM 


2kTxM/:
Consequently, any Mfm-natural operator B W Q  Q.
kT M/ can be iden-
tified with the system C D .Ci /iD1;:::;8 of Mfm-natural operators C1 W Q  
.
kT ;
2T 
 T /, C2 W Q .
kT ; T 

kC1T /, C3 W Q .
kT ; T 


kC1T /, C4 W Q  .
kT ;
2kC1T /, C5 W Q  .
kT ;
kC2T /, C6 W
Q  .
kT ;
kC1T  
 
kT /, C7 W Q  .
kT ;
kC1T  
 
kT / and
C8 W Q .

kT ;
kT  

2kT / defined by
..Ci /M .r/.v//iD1;::::;8 D M .r/.v/
modulo the last identification, v 2 
kT xM , x 2 M , where M .r/ W 

kT M !
T .
kT M/
T .
kT M/
T .
kT M/ is the tensor field of type T 
T 
T
on 
kT M with BM .r/ D r.k/ C M .r/. Here, r.k/ are the classical linear
connections on 
kT M corresponding to .
kr;r/ as in Section 1.
The proof of the proposition is complete. 
4. SOME LEMMAS
To obtain a description of Mfm-natural operators Q  Q.
kT / by means of
systems ofMfm-natural operators Q 
pT  

qT , we prove some lemmas.
Lemma 1. If q > p, then anyMfm-natural operatorC W Q .
kT ;
pT 


qT / is the zero one (i. e., CM .r/.v/ D 0 for all M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/,
v 2 
kT xM , x 2M ).
Proof. We have to show that CM .r/.v/ D 0 2 
pT xM 
 

qTxM for all m-
manifolds M , r 2 Q.M/ and v 2 
kT xM , x 2 M . Using the invariance of C
with respect to the manifold charts, we may assume M D Rm, x D 0.
By the non-linear Petree theorem (see [2]), one can assume that the Christoffel
symbolsri
jk
ofr in the usual coordinates onRm are polynomials (of arbitrary degree
d ) with coefficients ri
jkI
, i. e.
r D .rijkI/i;j;kD1;:::;m; 2Nm; jjd
or in short r D .ri
jkI
/. The regularity of C yields that CRm..rijkI//.v/ is smooth
in ..ri
jkI
/; v/ for any (fixed) d .
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Using the invariance of C with respect to the homotheties 1
t
idRm for t > 0, we
get the homogeneity condition
CRm..r
i
jkI//.v/ D t
q pCRm..t
1CjjrijkI//.t
kv/ :
Putting t ! 0, we get CRm..rijkI//.v/ D 0 as q   p > 0. 
Lemma 2. If k  2, the Mfm-natural operators C W Q  .
kT ;
qC1T  


qT / are in bijection with theMfm-natural operators D W Q 
qC1T 

qT .
More precisely, if k  2, anyMfm-natural operator C W Q .
kT ;
qC1T 


q T / defines anMfm-natural operator DC W Q 
qC1T  

qT ,
DCM .r/.x/ WD CM .r/.0/;
0 2 
kT xM (the zero element), x 2 M , M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/. Conversely,
any Mfm-natural operator D W Q  
qC1T  
 
qT defines an Mfm-natural
operator CD W Q  .
kT ;
qC1T  
 
qT /, CDM .r/.v/ D DM .r/.x/, v 2

kT xM , x 2 M , M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/. Moreover, the correspondences
C ! DC and D ! CD are mutually inverse.
Proof. Let C W Q .
kT ;
qC1T 

qT / be anMfm-natural operator. We
use the notation from the proof of Lemma 1. The invariance of C with respect to the
homotheties 1
t
idRm gives the homogeneity condition
tCRm..r
i
jkI//.v/ D CRm..t
1CjjrijkI//.t
kv/ :
Then, (if k  2) CRm..rijkI//.v/ D CRm..r
i
jkI
//.0/ because of the homogeneous
function theorem. So, CM .r/.v/ D CM .r/.0/ for all M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/,
v 2 
kT xM , x 2M . Consequently, the correspondences C ! D
C and D ! CD
are mutually inverse. 
Lemma 3. If k  3, the Mfm-natural operators C W Q  .
kT ;
kC2T /
are in bijection with the pairs .E; F / ofMfm-natural operators E W Q 
kC2T 
and F W Q 
kC2T  

kT .
More precisely, any Mfm-natural operator C W Q .
kT ;
kC2T / defines
an Mfm-natural operator EC W Q  
kC2T , ECM .r/.x/ WD CM .r/.0/, M 2
obj.Mfm/, x 2 M , r 2 Q.M/, 0 2 
kT xM (the zero) and an Mfm-natural
operator F C W Q 
kC2T  

kT ,
hF CM .r/.x/; vi WD
d
dﬁ



ﬁD0
CM .r/.ﬁv/;
M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/, v 2 
kT xM , x 2 M , 0 2 

kT xM (the zero).
Conversely, any pair .E; F / of an Mfm-natural operator E W Q  
kC2T  and
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an Mfm-natural operator F W Q  
kC2T  
 
kT defines an Mfm-natural
operator C .E;F / W Q .
kT ;
kC2T /,
C
.E;F /
M .r/.v/ WD EM .r/.x/C hFM .r/.x/; vi;
M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/, v 2 
kT xM , x 2 M . Moreover, if k  3, the
correspondences C ! .EC ; F C / and .E; F /! C .E;F / are mutually inverse.
If k D 2, the Mfm-natural operators C W Q  .
2T ;
4T / are in bijection
with the triples .E; F;G/ ofMfm-natural operators E W Q 
4T  and F W Q 

4T  

2T andMfm-natural transformations G W 
2T  !
4T .
More precisely, any Mfm-natural operator C W Q  .
2T ;
4T / defines
an Mfm-natural operator EC W Q  
4T  and an Mfm-natural operator F C W
Q  
4T  
 
2T (the same as above but for k D 2) and an Mfm-natural
transformation GC W 
2T  !
4T ,
GCM .v/ WD
1
2
d2
dﬁ2



ﬁD0
CM .r/.ﬁv/;
M 2 obj.Mfm/, v 2 
2T xM , x 2 M , r 2 Q.M/ (the definition of G
C
M .v/ is
independent of the choice of r 2 Q.M/). Conversely, any triple .E; F;G/ of an
Mfm-natural operator E W Q  
4T  and an Mfm-natural operator F W Q  

4T 

2T and anMfm-natural transformation G W 
2T  !
4T  defines an
Mfm-natural operator C .E;F;G/ W Q .
2T ;
4T /,
C
.E;F;G/
M .r/.v/ WD EM .r/.x/C hFM .r/.x/; vi CGM .v/;
M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/, v 2 
2T xM , x 2 M . Moreover, if k D 2, the
correspondences C ! .EC ; F C ; GC / and .E; F;G/ ! C .E;F;G/ are mutually
inverse.
Proof. Let C W Q  .
kT ;
kC2T / be an Mfm-natural operator. We use
the notations from the proof of Lemma 1. The invariance of C with respect to the
homotheties gives the homogeneity condition
tkC2CRm..r
i
jkI//.v/ D CRm..t
1CjjrijkI//.t
kv/ :
Then, by virtue of the homogeneous function theorem and the Taylor formula for
ﬁ ! CRm..r
i
jkI
//.ﬁv/ in ﬁ0 D 0 and evaluated at ﬁ D 1, we have
CRm..r
i
jkI//.v/ DCRm..r
i
jkI//.0/C
d
dﬁ



ﬁD0
CRm..r
i
jkI//.ﬁv/
C
1
2
d2
dﬁ2



ﬁD0
CRm..r
i
jkI//.ﬁv/
for any .ri
jkI
/ and v 2 
kT 0 R
m. Moreover, d
2
dﬁ2


ﬁD0
CRm..r
i
jkI
//.ﬁv/ is zero if
k  3 and it is independent of .ri
jkI
/ if k D 2.
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So, we have
CM .r/.v/ D CM .r/.0/C
d
dﬁ



ﬁD0
CM .r/.ﬁv/C
1
2
d2
dﬁ2



ﬁD0
CM .r/.ﬁv/
for any M 2 obj.Mfm/, r 2 Q.M/, v 2 
kT xM , x 2 M . Moreover, the
expression d
2
dﬁ2


ﬁD0
CM .r/.ﬁv/ is zero if k  3 and it is independent of r if k D 2.
Therefore, the definition of GCM .v/ (for k D 2) is really independent of the choice of
r and the correspondences C ! .EC ; F C / and .E; F / ! C .E;F / for k  3 are
mutually inverse and the correspondences C ! .EC ; F C ; GC / and .E; F;G/ !
C .E;F;G/ for k D 2 are also mutually inverse. 
5. THE MAIN RESULT
The main result of the present note is the following theorem, which is an immediate
consequence of Proposition 1 and Lemmas 1, 2, and 3.
Theorem 1. (1) If k  3, the Mfm-natural operators B W Q  Q.
kT /
are in bijection with the systems D D .Dj /jD1;:::;5 ofMfm-natural operat-
ors D1 W Q  
2T  
 T , D2 W Q  
kC2T , D3 W Q  
kC2T  


kT , D4 W Q 
kC1T  

kT and D5 W Q 
kC1T  

kT .
(2) If k D 2, the Mfm-natural operators B W Q  Q.
kT / are in bijection
with the systems D D .Dj /jD1;:::;6 of Mfm-natural operators D1 W Q  

2T  
 T , D2 W Q  
4T , D3 W Q  
4T  
 
2T , D4 W Q  

3T 

2T , D5 W Q 
3T 

2T andMfm-natural transformations
D6 W 

2T  !
4T .
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